
RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
 

OKANOGAN COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 

July 13, 2016 
 

10:00 AM Continued Public Hearing – Zone Code Amendments 

  1:30 PM Discussion – Mission Project Coordination – Meg Trebon 

The Okanogan County Board of Commissioners met in regular session on July 13, 2016, 

with, Commissioner DeTro Commissioner Ray Campbell, Commissioner Sheilah Kennedy, 

and Laleña Johns Clerk of the Board present.  

 

The Board of Okanogan County Commissioners convened at 9:00 AM. 

 

Commissioner DeTro met with Tracy Walker with the State Auditor’s office at 9:05 AM 

to go over any concerns the commissioners have 

 

Continued Public Hearing – Zone Code Amendments 

Director Huston, Sandie Mackie, Angie Hubbard 

 

Commissioner DeTro opened the hearing up for discussion among staff and board. 

Director Huston stated today will be used to go through the materials the board has 

received. Ms. Hubbard is set up to make any changes the board would like to see. 

Commissioner DeTro asked Mackie about the rule with DOE changes. It is his opinion 

that if we step out of the county and nearly identical that could cause some problems 

wouldn’t we be better letting the state define it. Mackie’s stated the EIS that there are ag 

related activities that happen with marijuana that are similar to other types of ag 

activities. A CUP is a permitted use in all ag zones, the reason it is conditions is 

because there are unique situations that must be considered differently. He doesn’t see 

any EIS recognizes it as an agriculture activities and doesn’t see any reason to change 

that. Hemp should be treated the same as marijuana but setbacks from another 

marijuana farm should be addressed. Short answer is he didn’t see anything wrong with 

the way the county is treating it. There is always one more thing to do, identify that it is 

an issues that needs to be addressed. Commissioner Campbell asked about high 

density areas being thought to limit productions in areas with higher density. Mackie 

stated the CUP addresses the local conditions is the area densely populated or not. The 

CUP process says look at the situation individually. The standard is to explore the 

unique circumstances and would be grounds to setting a reasonable condition that 

addresses the issue. There is odors with many types of Ag related activities that is 

expected during certain times of the year. Best management practices then become 

established. Director Huston pointed out one thing is that right now it is CUP 
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presumption is that it is permitted and some zones that marijuana operations would be 

cited. Some areas would be neither permitted nor conditioned like in suburban 

residential like on Lake Osoyoos.  There are some of the zones in Methow that are tight 

such as Mazama Core with location specific zoning. Whether or not marijuana 

operations would be met there or not is questionable. The commissioners are tasked 

with the public health and safety. He further discussed how the commissioners might 

address these concerns with zoning or those that are futile which would be provided by 

staff. Public facilities will also be identified. Commissioner Kennedy discussed state law 

on the setbacks for schools, churches, and playgrounds and thought the commissioners 

could set more stringent setbacks from an operation. She has one school district that 

has orchard land that is adjacent to the school that could be used for an operation yet 

could still affect the children in some negative way. Commissioner Kennedy asked when 

they specifically address the marijuana operations in section 2.90 (A). 

 

Marijuana waste fugitive dust and emissions was discussed and recommendation of 

Public Health recommendation be included in the conditions.  

 

Mackie stated they will look at B to G would be a school limitation to be determined.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy stated in reviewing the comments of Eric Johansan that the 

Washington state Ag considered it as a food crop commodity in assessing risk to human 

health and does meet the definition of an Ag commodity.  

 

Director Huston stated the additions will be created so the board gets an idea of what 

real estate those take in and also see where existing operations lay. Legal 

nonconforming lot must include legal building permits and legal source of water.  

 

Screening of marijuana operations was discussed. Commissioner Kennedy asked about 

when an operation that is originally set up five miles from residents and over time land 

around the operation gets developed what happens when potential encroachment of 

resident activities comes in after. What kind of buffer would be applicable. Who buffers 

who? If someone comes to live next to a marijuana operation who is required to buffer 

the marijuana operation or the resident who moves next to an operation. The 

recommendation is to leave it up to the conditional use permit negotiations. Certain 

fencing fits better within a certain neighborhoods. Mr. Mackie will insert a section with 

language that addresses the fencing issues for the commissioners consideration. 

Hearing Examiner can waive certain conditions. There is state law requirements for 

fencing that Mr. Mackie will look into. That works for the board.  

 

Director Huston asked what the next topic is. Commissioner DeTro stated airports. 
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Two laws, one is on the books and deals with height and other stuff. The other is text 

but not on the ground and not applicable until maps are adopted. The old language was 

left in until we have maps that go with it. We would put text in and each city would come 

in with there individual proposal.  They are not in conflict right now. Commissioner 

Kennedy stated the maps should be submitted by the cities in the form of a map. She is 

concerned about the testimony of two city planners who disagree with this portion of the 

code. Director Huston stated there are only two people who are confused as everyone 

else he spoke to understands this. The need to sit down and go over their master plan 

and begin the conversation it is not black and white. The ball is in their court to provide 

the proposal. Director Huston stated some cities have begun the work. It would have 

been daunting to include 13 city proposals at once into the code. Once we get the text 

in the code then the next step is to create the maps for each zone and tailored to each 

individual airport plan. Commissioner DeTro stated each airport is an anomaly and 

further explained the city of Okanogan and issues with their site specific airport. The 

airports are identified as essential.   

 

Mackie discussed water in terms of smaller lots in the Methow area. There is no proof 

these zones are issues. We are losing populations. We have adopted and require lawful 

water, lawful septic. There is no significant difference in the amount of water used by 

smaller lot community versus a large lot community with the same amount of people. In 

fact it could be said that a larger lot could use more water than a smaller lot because 

they might have more area to water such as for grass or animals. The challenge is that 

we are all out of water, Mackie’s answer is that there are 7 reaches in the Methow 060 

says if we identify there is a ground water problem we will deal with it. It doesn’t show a 

chronic shortage. Ecology has just put out the draft guidance which is in our record 

saying we follow the ecology rules. Commissioner Campbell stated he doesn’t like to 

see overgrowth, but the fact is it hasn’t happened. He has been in real estate for many 

years and one area that doesn’t grow is the lower valley because most of the popular 

area is north.  

 

Nightly Rental code regulation was discussed.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy discussed putting back in the clustering language. Mackie 

stated the cluster ordinance and sub division code will be addressed. Director Huston 

recommended not doing that. If the zone code can be put away then we can focus more 

and refinement can be done. All of that will take additional work. The Planning 

Commission convinced him it would be good to focus on that. Council Mackie agrees. 

Commissioner Campbell doesn’t want to leave a gap. Mackie stated the more complex 

issues are easier to put in place and harder to challenge independently. It is easier to 
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get to all the issues in one package than two. Director Huston is convinced we will have 

a better product if address separately. Commissioner Kennedy stated it went through 

the committee and Planning Commission where is the push back coming from. Director 

Huston stated we won’t lose much time. 

 

Mackie attachment 13 county civil enforcement ordinance was discussed. It says for a 

zoning violation it refers to a letter stating they are a nuisance. Perry could seek an 

abatement from the courts. It is a simple effective tool that gets the attention without 

going to jury. Most zoning should be addressed as a civil action. Commissioner DeTro 

likes it as the prosecutor’s office is up to their eyeballs in other caseloads. It is effective 

tool in the planners’ tool box, stated Mackie. 

 

There is general agreement to get away from our misdemeanor approach. The new civil 

enforcement code be more directive was recommended by the prosecutor’s office. We 

will tear into civil enforcement whether this is addressed now or later is up to the 

commissioners. There was input from the prosecutor’s office regarding this. There was 

concern that the process be clear. Mackie would like to see this come across as part of 

the code.  

 

Director Huston explained a course of action to look at the maps reflect on the nightly 

rental and those discussions can be done during study sessions and at the point the 

commission is comfortable ten conclusions will be created. If the board goes beyond 

July 31, 2016 the interim zone code will need to be extended.  

 

The board will go over the maps on Monday, July 18 during the Planning study session 

then continue if the board chooses to. The discussion should be kept going.  

 

Motion Continued Public Hearing 

Commissioner Campbell moved to continue the public hearing to Monday July 18, 2016 

at 1:30 p.m. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.  

 

Commissioners were asked if a comment received after the record was closed would be 

accepted. The commissioners stated they closed the record and therefore no more 

testimony would be taken. The comment was received at 8:48 p.m. after the record was 

closed.  

 

Motion B-3 and B-15 Bridge Project  

Commissioner Campbell moved to approve construction funding for the B-3 and B-15 

bridge projects and authorize the chairman to sign. Motion was seconded, all were in 

favor, motion carried.  
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Discussion – Mission Project Coordination – Meg Trebon, Phil Christie 

Albert Lin, Chief Civil Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Char Schumacher, Senior 

Planner, Ted Murray, GIS, Perry Huston, Director of Planning & Development 

 

Meg Trebon introduced herself and said she was here today to discuss what the Forest 

Service has planned for the project and to answer questions. Commissioner Kennedy 

added that the County is interested in coordination with the Forest Service. Ms. Trebon 

said she was here to discuss concerns and interest and agreed with coordination. She 

also brought a public letter (attached) which she provided to the Commissioners. She 

brought some maps of the project area and the proposed actions that the Forest 

Service is looking at. The project area is about 50,200 acres in the Libby 

Creek/Buttermilk areas. As she showed the Commissioners the maps, Ms. Trebon 

indicated areas burned by the Complex fires and the drainage areas. She discussed 

proposed soil restoration plans, with compaction and displacement preventing 

vegetation and water storage growing to its potential. She said the project would involve 

breaking up the compaction without disturbing the soil. Commissioner Campbell said he 

saw, up in Chewuch in Cub Creek the results of breaking up compaction and he wasn’t 

sure he liked it. He said that there was a directive that the Forest Service was charged 

with creating funding for education and other things. He said he didn’t want to see the 

access points taken out. The Commissioners requested information on compacting soil 

and allowable displacement. Commissioner Kennedy stated there is no way in 1950 

they knew the impacts we would face today.  

 

Ms. Trebon said she’s not saying the extraction or resource use was bad or didn’t have 

consequences, but the method of doing it did have an impact. We will make sure our 

analysis provides the information the Commissioners are requesting. In a lot of areas, 

the soil is so compacted the water doesn’t absorb like it should.  

 

Ms. Trebon went over the large maps brought for Commissioner review which showed 

roads in different colors. She pointed out specific roads that will be closed permanently 

once the Forest Service is finished with them. Commissioner Campbell voiced his 

concern on Road 4342100 northern portion above Skalitude being closed with no 

access. We want access to get in there if there are fires. Bend and Chick Amon Canyon 

are specific areas requested to have access; Road 42430 is the most northern part. 

Commissioner Campbell stated he understands that profit is made on best usage, but 

don’t cut off complete access. The Black roads are closed and set for decommissioning; 

red roads are currently open and are set for decommissioning. Red/green currently 

closed and proposed to be open. Ms. Trebon went on to show the roads that are either 

over grown have downed trees or hindered in some way that make them impassible. 
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She also explained maintenance level 2 roads mean roads that are closed to public use, 

solely administrative use. Some of the roads may be reduced to a trail to still allow 

public uses.  

 

Char Schumacher asked Ms. Trebon if they were leaving the maps for the 

Commissioners. Ms. Trebon said their plotter is not working, she did not bring the maps 

with the intention of leaving them; however, the maps are available on their website. If 

we have a plotter we can print them out ourselves.  

 

Commissioner Campbell wanted it noted that in the past, the Forest Service’s way they 

have changed some roads to trails was inadequate. Ms. Trebon said she couldn’t 

comment as to what has happened in the past and cannot comment unless it’s a 

specific road. Commissioner Campbell expressed his concern for proper 

decommissioning.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy voiced her concern of differing processes that appear to 

happen dependent upon the wanted outcome. It seems some projects are slid in behind 

the scenes. Commissioner Kennedy asked for clarification on the processes. 

 

Director Huston stated the Forest Service has systematically failed; there are different 

plans all over, timber sales also known as restoration. Everything has its own plan and 

somewhere the Forest Service needs to bring it all home. At some point the Forest 

Service has to be brought into compliance. It’s not complicated. What is needed is a 

complete and total analysis of the impacts and what all the decisions will do to in one 

place. 

 

Meg Trebon shared a map showing watersheds throughout the County. The Forest 

Service has funded a forester to consolidate key components of projects and make 

recommendations. She went on to discuss the North Central Washington Forest Health 

Collaborative Projects Workgroup. Commissioner Kennedy asked how you analyze 

impacts from climate. Ms. Trebon explained they looked at projections from 5-10 years 

ago and input data into the computer for analysis. It’s come a long way. Commissioner 

Kennedy asked the model is just a computer program and you’re expecting it to spit out 

what we should do? Ms. Trebon said it doesn’t tell us what to do, it gives us predictions. 

If anyone expected anything more from a computer, they would lose credibility with me.  

 

We are not trying to go backwards in time; we are trying to get resilience back. We are 

working to rearrange the vegetation, make it similar to the resilience to disturbance in 

the past. Now we are fighting fire in those areas and we are seeing a difference, less 

burn, less smoke.  
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Ms. Trebon provided the Mission Restoration Public Scoping Comment Summary to the 

Commissioners. Commissioner DeTro asked how many spotted owls we have in the 

middle of this project as the owl is noted in several places. Ms. Trebon stated they are 

currently counting and she is unsure of a number. Commissioner Kennedy who was on 

the forest health cooperative committee? Ms. Trebon stated they have a list on the 

website. Commissioner Kennedy also asked how noxious weeds being mitigated in the 

area. There is a noxious weed plan in place. All projects will have information available 

including the environmental analysis. This is where the framework for those types of 

information would be.  

 

Back to the scoping comment summary, Ms. Trebon explained she captured 23 

concerns from comments. We sort the comments by the effects analysis and comments 

outside the scope of the project.  

 

Director Huston failed to see the connection of all the separate plans, and how this is 

not being tied together. How is this restoration plan going to impact the separate grazing 

plan way over here? This restoration project does have to do with grazing allotments, as 

does decommissioning roads. Bring all the plans together to show how this project will 

impact everything. Ms. Trebon clarified to ensure her understanding. All plans are 

mentioned and referred to. As for today, I was not informed that you wanted that much 

detail today. In the future, if you want that much detail, contact Mike and I will have the 

information.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy expressed the need for clarification from the federal law for the 

coordination process. We are asking for the same consideration as all other entities. 

Ms. Trebon said we have given you the same consideration. Commissioner Kennedy 

explained that we are just now sitting down to discuss this project. It appears the end 

result; the decision has been made. Phil Christie said no decisions have been made. In 

the future we will try to let you know earlier.  

 

Commissioner Campbell said the Board does want to see success with projects, this is 

our backyard, but we want coordination.  

 

Ms. Trebon mentioned a strong representation of people have commented to leave the 

area alone. Commissioner Campbell stated he strongly opposes that as we do have a 

need for management done right.  

 

Meg Trebon stated we are on an adaptable time frame for the comment period. We are 

looking to lockdown comments from the public and from the Commissioners. It’s very 
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important to try and get things locked down to begin. It’s hard to analyze a moving 

target. Phil Christie explained the 30 day comment period, then the final Environmental 

Analysis, and finally the 45 day objection period. He also went on to state they cannot 

accept comments from the Commissioners outside the scoping period. Commissioner 

DeTro did not agree because we have equal footing under coordination. Mr. Christie 

said that is a forest leadership decision and we cannot make decisions at this level Ms. 

Trebon explained a hope for March of next year being the finalization of the project.  

 

Commissioner DeTro adjourned the 3:40 p.m. 

 

 

 


